
Keep Weight Down & Testosterone Up
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Does the food you eat really have the same impact on testosterone levels as it does on
your waistline?

We know our diet influences our body weight, but Dr. John La Puma, author of "Refuel:
A 24-Day Eating Plan to Shed Fat, Boost Testosterone, and Pump Up Strength and
Stamina," believes the combined influences of smart nutrition, focused exercise, proper
sleep and socializing are more beneficially potent than any prescription.
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His book offers men gender-specific strategies for losing weight, elevating testosterone
and gaining strength, and at a recent Chicago Gourmets event at the city's Table Fifty-
Two restaurant, La Puma demonstrated, over a series of four courses, how to put the
nutritional portion of his philosophy into play.

A culinary and dining club based in Chicago, Chicago Gourmets focuses on "the

http://www.drjohnlapuma.com/


pleasures of conviviality of the table and making new friends," said board member Don
Newcomb. "People are driven by what's hot at the time," he said, noting that club
members want to visit new places and try new things.

La Puma's nutritional approach as seen through fine dining was a natural fit for club
members.

Belly Fat Decreases Testosterone

La Puma, who is a trained chef as well as a practicing board-certified internist, clinical
director and nutritionist, includes several recipes in his book.
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His primary goal is to get men who are sleeping poorly, a bit overweight, drinking a bit
too much and generally worried about their longevity to eat more deliberately.

The ugly truth, according to La Puma, is that men gain a special kind of fat, known as
visceral fat, most easily on their bellies, and this type of fat actually converts testosterone
into estrogen.

Belly fat isn't entirely a man's fault — La Puma blames ubiquity and affordability of
highly processed food for many of our health concerns. He also noted that many of these
foods are engineered to tap into our brains' addiction center.

If you want to increase testosterone, losing belly fat is crucial, and to lose it, one needs to
change eating and exercise habits.



Small Plates Evoke Sense of Abundance

At the Table Fifty-Two dinner, 25 guests listened as La Puma shared his toolbox of
surprisingly simple techniques, such as serving food on smaller plates to create a sense
of abundance.

"Each of the four courses featured smaller portions on smaller plates displayed in ways
that evoked abundance. The wine glasses were only nine ounces, which made the pour
look greater in size as well," La Puma explained.

The Refuel Menu

The evening's first course included deviled eggs filled with cauliflower and pickled
mustard seed followed by spaghetti squash salad with cherries, pepita and red kuri
squash. The wine pairing was a 2013 Natale Verga Sauvignon Blanc Veneto.

The entrée featured quail, roasted Brussels sprouts, Pecorino cheese and sunchoke puree
paired with a 2011 Vietti Tre Vigne Barbera D'Asti Piemonte.
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La Puma explained why the entrée — quail — was butterflied and flattened: "To give
appearance of size. More importantly, the dish was one you needed to work at to get a
bite. Men eat way too quickly; a dish like the quail teaches pacing, because you must use



a knife and fork to break it down."

For the final course, guests dined on apple galette with toasted pecan and spiced apple
cider reduction paired with a 2008 Casa de la Ermita, Dulce Monastrell, Jumilla.

Even the apple galette was made to reflect the nutritional philosophy; it was composed
primarily of apples with a very minimal crust.

Dr. Ken Kogut, 66, a consulting engineer based in Oak Forest, Ill., has been a member of
Chicago Gourmets for over a year. He and his wife attended the Refuel dinner with a bit
of hesitation.

"I wasn't sure if I wanted to go, but the Refuel angle intrigued me," he said.

Kogut confessed that La Puma's plan might be a bit too stringent (citing the 17 days
without alcohol), but concedes that it is "a very good plan, and there are elements I will
incorporate into my lifestyle. I especially liked his exercise suggestions and his vegetable
dishes."

Success Strategies Are Simple
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It all gets down to what you eat, noted La Puma. "You have to try to eat well, deliciously
and happily, and become conscious about how food affects the way you feel. It affects
stamina, strength, and even influences how you wake up."

"Try to eat food that looks like it came from the ground or from an animal and



remember to enjoy it; enjoy the relaxed celebration of really delicious food," he advised.

La Puma doesn't profess to make any groundbreaking discoveries; in the end what he
suggests is quite simple. People should know how to roast a bird, boil an egg, prepare
fish and put veggies in the center of the plate, not to the side.

La Puma's Go-To Tips

Know how to identify processed foods: Don't eat anything you can crush or
crumple, which is a ballpark indicator of how processed the food is. If you can squeeze it
in one hand, it is highly processed.

Be aware of sugar: Use it merely as a topping — when it's on the outside of your food
you know where the sweetness comes from. When it's baked in, it is much harder to
detect and easier to overindulge.

Master the knife: Learn how to slice and dice. You'll need to know this for healthful
eating. It requires effort but pays back tenfold.

Membership in Chicago Gourmets, which focuses primarily on dining events
throughout the city, is open to anyone and costs $45 a year per household.

http://chicagourmets.org/

